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AASU welcomes'Waddie' for Common Read
By Brittany Doctor
Staff Reporter

in itsvictims. After the death of
all of his known family, he was
For the second school year taken into the care of a nursing
in a row, AASU is encouraging home. Eventually, local non
students - as well as other Sa- profit organization Chathamvannahians - to participate in Savannah Citizen Advocacy
its yearlong, community-wide placed Welcome in a house in
Common Read progra m. This his old neighborhood.
year's honored text is "Wad"One of the lessons of the
die Welcome and the Beloved book is that there are unex
Community."
pected teachers among us,"
Co-authors Susan Earl and Earl said. "Mr. Welcome an d
Tom Kohler promote advocacy his friend and ally Mrs. Adand the importance of com die Reeves were two of thos e
munity intheir account of a Sa teachers."
vannah native who overcame
Reeves had been a close
obstacles with the support of friend toWelcome and hisfam
many of the area's citizens.
ily for years. When Welcome
Waddie Welcome was born was displaced three hours
July 4,1914, with cerebral pal away fr om his home, Reeves
sy, a debilitating disorder that contacted Kohler to bring him
affects th e brain and nervous back.
system by slowing down or
An important member of
stunting motor development Welcome's inner circle, Reeves'

account of the world around
Welcome makes up much of
the book.
A "very strong willed, opin
ionated, clear and committed
woman," Earl said Reeves was
the epitome of the meaning of
a beloved community.
Earl s aid Welcome was, "A
man who
I had a zest for life,' a
wonderful sense of style and a
great sense of humor.".
Though he could not speak
clearly, Welcome was very
influential within his circle
of friends
and supporters,
teaching life lessons about ac
ceptance and the inclusion of
people with severe handicaps
into society.
Welcome's influence was so
widespread he became a voice
for those sometimes not seen
as productive mem bers of so
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Correction:
Memorial University Medical
Center's Security Services Manager,

Photos courtesy of AASU Marketing & Communications

Charlie Carlson III, said that William

Susan Earl and Tom Kohler co-authored the 2010-2011 AASU Co mmon
Read "Waddie Welcome & t he Beloved Community."

Perez was identified by a Memorial

ciety. He pushed for changes
public policy, such as advocat
ing Medicare for the care of
people living outside of nursing
homes.
He once spoke at a confer
ence for the Association for
Persons with Severe Handi
caps, using an audio device to

provided by St.Joseph's/Candler

give the speech.
Earl said Welcome was
named one of Connect Maga
zine's 10 most influential peo
ple in Savannah in 1998 for
changing the way people with
disabilities are seenin thecom-
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Health employee from a photo
Hospital security, not by an off-duty
police officer from a UPD flier, as
another source said in last week's
article, "Vandalism, thefts keep UPD
busy."

Campus Briefs

ROTC challenges student cadets at AASU

Pirate 5K comes
downtown

By Warren Arbury
Staff Reporter

AASU will host a 5K run/
walk along Bull Street Sept.
25 to celebrate AASU's 75th
anniversary.
The run starts at the north
end of Forsyth Park near the
Armstrong House, where the
university was founded in
1935.The run will head south
in a loop around the park and
then head north on Bull Street,
passing five city squares and
heading south on Bull Street.
Pirate athletics director
Andy Carter is the inaugural
chair for the race. The event
is a fundraiser that supports
scholarships for students of
merit.
The entry fee is $20 until
Sept. 22 and $22 after that.
The race begins at 8:15 a.m.
To register, visit active.com or
pick up a registration form at
Fleet Feet at 3405*Waters Ave.,
and mail it to: AASU, Office of
Advancement, 11935 Abercorn
St., Savannah, GA 31419.
For more information, contact
Suzanne Ansley at 912-3442870.

they leave here they will be
responsible for lives."
Marson said that beyond
Service in the U.S. Military
the honor of serving their
can mean many things to
country, potential recruits
different people, but for
should consider the benefits
AASU student candidates and
involved. He added that
cadre of the ROTC program,
he has no student loans, is
it is the culmination of
provided with housing and
teamwork, training and duty
receives a stipend every
to their country.
month from the military, as
well as the opportunity for
"To me, ROTC s tands for
training theleadership of our
continuing education. He
armed forces," said Cadet
also said he hopes to attend
1st Lt. Nicholas Marson,
law school while on active
Company Executive Officer
duty.
for AASU's ROTC program.
Sgt. 1st ClassKenneth Swan
Marson, who attended
said students interested in
Benedictine Military School
signing up for the AASU
prior to joining the ROTC
Photo by Hank Sharpe ROTC program should be
program, is a senior in the Cadets go through their duffle bags to make sure they have everything they need for their training in the
between the ages of 18-30
program and said he hopes future.
and have a good-standing
to become a military police exceed the standards of need to learn to be able to of the situation.
GPA of 2.5 or higher. In order
officer after graduating. their training are presented make decisions without
"We're lucky in the sense to enroll in the program,
While there are roughly with a "Cadet of t he Month" hesitating," Delgado said. that these wars have been potential candidates must
30 cadets in attendance, plaque.
New cadets can expect to going on for nine years," he pass a military physical
Marson said there are
Master
Sgt.
Samuel receive simulated combat said. "It has prepared us in exam and the Army Physical
around 30 more civilian Delgado is the ROTC missions, and " outdoors ways that we never thought Fitness Test.
students that sit in on the program's senior instructor. training is conducted either possible - every cadet here
Scholarship-based
classes and physical training He is responsible for training at Fort Stewart, Fort Benning has taken an oath, and contracts range from two
they conduct. Most students, that involves everything from or Hunter Army Airfield.
there's a lot of things in the to four years and include a
he said, take military science land navigation (marching
"You get a lot more out of media about how the Army is four-year obligation to the
courses as electives.
U.S. Army (Active Duty),
across
various
terrains training and that's where changing.
In addition to the physical to find points on a map), the pressure is really on,"
"My answer to that is I'm U.S. Army Reserve or Army
training they undergo, each infantry tactics to drill and Delgado said.
going to take my oath and National Guard.
cadet currently enrolled is ceremony.
When asked about the serve as the commander in
"My job is to prepare current combat theater chief wants me to."
responsible for a minimum
For more information on
of 10 hours of community these future leaders to think and how he sees the U.S.
Delgado, who has deployed AASU's ROTC Program,
service. There are frequent on their feet. They could Army changing in the near to Iraq, said, "We train these contact the Department of
competitions between the leave here and enter into future, Marson said that he young leaders to a very high Military Science at 912-344cadets, and those who the battlefield, and they understands the seriousness standard, because when 2668.

Crime Blotter
Thefts mark start of
school year
By Kristen Powell
Staff Reporter

Emergency alert system keeps students informed
By Krystal Jennings

On Aug. 20, Nick Gorgos,
a junior at AASU, received
The University Police De a phone call from a number
partment arrested Ahmad he did not recognize. Upon
Young on charges of driving answering the call, he was
too fast forconditions, driving notified that there was a
with suspended or revoked li funnel cloud spotted in the
cense, driving a motor vehicle area surrounding campus.
The call came from
with invalid registration and
an open container violation at BLAST, the university's
approximately 2 a.m. on Aug. emergency alert system.
BLAST is an emergency
21.
communication
system de
According to police reports,
signed
to
send
vital
messag
officers observed Young's ve
es
to
students'
designated
hicle traveling north on South
Science Drive at a high rate of emergency phone number
speed. After pulling over the and e-mail addresses in
vehicle, they noticed an open, the event of a disruption of
half-full glass bottle ofGolden normal campus operations
or an emergency.
Grain alcohol behind the pas
The emergency commu
senger's seat. Young was ar
nication system is opereatrested and transported to the ed by the University Police
Chatham County Detention Department.
Center.
"BLAST emergency notifi
cations are sent out if there
#
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is a threat to life - with
the exception of the AASU
campus closing," said UPD
Chief Wayne Willcox.
BLAST is initiated in re
sponse to severe thunder
storms, tornados, robber
ies, hurricanes and other
emergency situations.
"The BLAST system is
helpful if you live close to
campus, on campus or are
attending classes," Gorgos
said.
Though BLAST was ef
fective on Aug. 20, he said
he felt the system should
be more accessible to stu
dents. Most students don't
even know what BLAST i s
until they get an e-mail,
text message or phone call
for the first time, he said.
"Hurricane updates are
beneficial because I do not
have to run to the nearest
computer or T.V. to find
out what is going on," said
sophomore Rachel Geary.

"Also, I am a commuter, so
BLAST i s really helpful in
letting me know if I should
stay on campus during bad
weather or go home."
With hurricane season
reaching its peak, BLAST
has benefits for students,
equipping them with the
knowledge they need to be
prepared in the event of an
emergency. »
Willcox encouraged stu
dents, as well as faculty

and staff, to check their Pi
rate's Cove e-mail account
every semester to update
their current addresses
and phone numbers to en
sure that they are being in
formed of emergencies.
"The UPD is working
on BLAST 'to not only be
connected to e-mail and
cell phone providers, but
through Facebook and
Twitter as well," Willcox
said.

To update your BLAST information, click the BLAST link
located on the menu of yourPirate's Cove homepage.
Important emergency numbers:

•
•
•

University Police Department: 912-344-3333
CEMA: 912-201-4500
American Red Cross: 912-651-5300
National Weather Service in Charleston: 843-744-0303
If you are in immedi
ate danger, call911.

V

Georgia Historical Society
to host former Supreme
Court justice

On Sept. 2, the Georgia
Historical Society will present
"An Evening with Former Chief
Justice Leah Ward Sears" at the
Lucas Theater in downtown
Savannah.
Sears was the first woman and youngest person ever - to
serve on the Georgia Supreme
Court and the first female
African-American chief justice
in the United States.
Sears is a longtime champion
of family law and civil justice
matters and has been short
listed as a U.S. Supreme Court
nominee twice.
She retired from the Georgia
Supreme Court in 2009 to
practice law in Atlanta,
and she currently serves as
a visiting professor at the
University of Georgia School
of Law and the Institute for
American Values.
The event will be held Sept. 2
at 6 p.m. at the Lucas Theater
on 32 Abercorn St. The event is
free and open to the public.
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Sept. 3: CUB meeting from 12-1 p.m. in»the Chatham meeting room (former MCC dining room)
Sept. 6: Labor Dayj no classes

Campus Life
Voices on Campus

Where we ask
you what you think.

Reported by Andrea Cervone
Photography Editor
photo.inkwell@gmail.com

"How do you feel about the recent smoking ban and how do
you think bar business will be affected?"

SGA begins activities for fall 2010
By Brad Curran
Staff Reporter

The Student Government
Association held their first
meeting of the fall 2010 se
mester at noon on Aug. 23
in Solms Hall room 110. It
was the first meeting of the
2010-2011 school year for of
ficers and senators who were
elected and inaugurated in
the final weeks on the spring
semester.
Zerik Samples was elected
to the rank of SGA president,
Ty Slater to the office of vice
president, Desmond Wells
to the office of tre asurer and
Eleora Marcel to secretary.
Many of the SGA's recently
elected officials had already
been previously involvedwith
the group in some capacity,
including all ofthe aforemen
tioned officers. Samples had
previously been the SGA's
treasurer, and Marcel, Slater
and Wells had all previously
been senators.
The SGA w as just getting
their footing as the fall se
mester heads into its third
week, Marcel said.
"We're still working on

"The ban is good for a lot of non-smokers
but I don't think there is actually anything
wrong with smoking at a bar. A lot of
people smoke, so they will either break the
rule or go somewhere else."

KarrieMcgrew, education,
freshman

freshman,

'1 can see it where it would be good from
the public health side but bars will lose
diental for sure. In Germany they already
have a ban like that and I know a lot of bar
owners have had less custome5."

"The ban is going to negatively affect bar
crowd's becausea lot of people, whether
they are regular smokers or not like to
smoke while they drink. Smart bars will let
the ban slide as much as they an legally.
Ifs just good business."

*
Photo by Sean Bullock

"I don't think that the smoking ban is a
good thing because a lot of people go to
bars just to smoke and drink. I'm pretty
sure most people are going to disregard it"

Temberly Mitchell is sworn in as a new senator for SGA.

what our goals are for this
semester and how we'd like
to formulate them," she said.
"One of the things we're try
ing to do is promote some
committees, such as the Pi
rate Pride committee, and
things of th at sort, but we're
still getting organized."
Samples expressed similar
sentiments on the current
status of the SGA's m andate
for fall.
"We have goals,but weneed
to revisit them and properly
organize them, which is why
we haven't really pushed any

of them yet," he said.
"Once we've revisited what
we want to do, we'll be able
to share it with the student
body."
Samples said he hopes the
fall semester will bring more
opportunities for students to
get involved in issues that af
fect them more directly.
"I ran for president of t he
SGA because I've also want
ed to be a part of change," he
said. "One thing we would
like to focus on this fall is
servant leadership - we want
the students to know that we

are here to serve the students
of Armstrong, let them be
heard."
Samples said that audit
ing SGA me etings is a great
way for students to make
their questions and concerns
about campus life heard and
addressed.
"We encourage all students
to sit in on SGA m eetings,"
he said. "We want people to
have the opportunity to at
tend and if need be, be recog
nized by a senator and have
their voices heard."

KyleDobson, English,
junior

Brett Oiisner, undeclared,
sophomore

College of Health Professions receives funds for student scholarships
By Lauren Griffin
News Editor
news.inkwell@gmail.com

AASLTs College of Health Pro
fessions received a $497,000
grant from Health Resources
and Services Administration,
an agency of the U.S. Depart
ment of Health and Human
Services, to fund scholarships
for students.
Donna Brooks, assistant dean
of the College of Health Profes
sions, is responsible for AASU
obtaining the grant.
"This is the first college-wide
.[College of Health Professio ns]
grant of this nature," Brooks
said.
The grant enables the College

of Health Professio ns to award
scholarships to students pursu
ing undergraduate degrees in
communication sciences and
disorders, medical technolo gy,
nursing and radiological sci
ences. Scholarships are also
available to students pursing
graduate degrees in communi
cation sciences and disorders,
health administration and pub
lic health.
HRSA offers grants each year
with an emphasis onincreasing
diversity in the healthcare field.
Hassan Aziz, head of the De
partment of Medical Technolo
gy said that in the past, students
going into careers in health
professions were eligibl e for a

service cancelable loan given by ition costs, they will also help
the state. That meant if students students pay for books and liv
went i nto a certain healthcare ing expenses.
profession, their loanswould be
Aziz said the health profes
forgiven.
sion programs are academically
When the state began cutting rigorous.
from the education budget, they
"I discourage s tudents from
stopped offering the service working while in the program,
cancelable loans. Aziz said these because that will affect their
scholarships can take the place grades," he said.
of the service cancelable, loans.
Aziz said he andother faculty
The scholarships are awarded members understand that many
to individuals from disadvan AASU students havefamilies or
taged backgrounds. Brooks said other financial responsibilities.
they look at not only economic
"These scholarships willbeneneeds but also whether stu fit students across the College of
dents come from areas where Health Professions and are not
academic performance is poor. limited to a single department,"
Not only will the scholarships said Shelley Conroy, dean of the
help qualified students with tu College of Health Professions.

"In addition, the y will provide
support for students both in
undergraduate and graduate
programs and allow them to
focus on their academics a nd
graduation requirements.'lf a
student is awarded a scholar
ship, the funds are retroactive
to the beginning of the semester
and thescholarship lasts for one
academic year.
'We will continue to give
the money out until there is no
more," Brooks said.
Brooks will verify that stu
dents meet the HRSA require
ments for being from disadvan
taged backgrounds. After she
establishes that the students
are eligible for scholarships,

the applications are given to
the university's financial aid of
fice. They will th en determine
the amount of money that the
student will be awarded in their
scholarship based on federal
guidelines.
Interested students can
download the scholarship ap
plication at the grants sectionof
AASLTs Financial Aid website
under the link entitled "Schol
arship for Disadvantaged Stu 
dents for Selected Health Pro
fession Programs."
The completed application
should be turned into Donna
Brooks in Ashmore Hall, Room
102.

More college students afflicted with severe mental illness
By Shari Roan
Los Angeles Times
(MOT)

LOS ANGELES -The
number of college students
who are afflicted with a
serious mental illness is
rising, according to data
presented at the annual
meeting of the American
Psychological Association
in San Diego.
The findings came from
an analysis of 3,265 col
lege students who used
campus counseling ser
vices between September
1997 and August 2009. The
students were screened for
mental disorders, suicidal

thoughts and self-injurious 1998 to 11 percent in 2009
behavior.
- a figure that could reflect
In 1998, 93 percent of the improvements in suicide
students seeking counseling prevention and counseling
were diagnosed with one outreach on college cam
mental disorder, compared puses.
to 96 percent of students
Efforts have been made
in 2009. The percentage in recent years to improve
of students with moder the lives of college students
ate to severe depression who have mental illness.
rose from 34 percent to 41
"Our findings may sug
percent while the number gest that students with se
of students on psychiatric vere emotional stress are
medications increased from getting better education,
11 percent to 24 percent.
outreach and support dur
However, the number of ing childhood that makes
students who said they had them more likely to attend
thought about suicide with college than in the past,"
in two weeks of counsel the lead author of the study,
ing fell from 26 percent in John Guthman of Hofstra

University, said in a news
release.
Several * p rograms are
available to assist students
with mental illness, includ- 'j
ing Half of Us and Active
Minds. In addition, the
Jed Foundation recently
launched a program for
high school juniors who
have a mental illness to
help them select a college
that will accommodate stu
dents with mental health
needs. The program, called
the Transition Year, pro
vides information on what
students and parents can
do to prepare for the col
lege transition.

College Libertarians president offers 'cure for society'
By Elizabeth A. DeRoche

The College Libertarians
had their first meeting for
the 2010-2011 school year
Aug. 25. The goal of the first
meeting was to brainstorm
about ideas for the coming
sepiester. Attendees con
tributed not only ideas, but
also libertarian humor and
wit to the meeting.
The College Libertarian
group's constitution was first
ratified last fall.
At the meeting, a few ideas
suggested for" the semester
were staging debates and
having movie nights, as well
as demonstrations.
Members present at the
meeting agreed that they
want free speech to be al
lowed all over campus. Cur

rently, demonstrations can
only be held at the designat
ed "Free Expression Areas,"
according to thf university
website.
These Free Expression Ar
eas are defined as the two
grass lawns directly border
ing the sports center parking
lot and the Student Union,
with sidewalks on three
sides
The group has several
ideas on tap for the semes
ter.
"AASU Day is the central
focus for the fall semester
right now," said senior B.J.
Edenfield.
He said the group plans to
have a booth and games at
the event.
Acting president for the
College Libertarians Gabriel
Aquino said he can offer a

"cure for society."
Aquino was recently ap
pointed state chair for the
Young Americans for Liber
ty, a group formed as a con
tinuation of the Students for
Ron Paul organization.
"I didn't like being isolated
in my ideology," he said. "I
felt like it was a good vehicle
for putting my ideas into the
political realm."
Aquino said his goal is to
get AASU's campus more in

volved with YAL.
According to YAL's web
site, the political organiza
tion seeks to "recruit, train,
educate and mobilize stu
dents on the ideals of liberty
and the Constitution."
AASU's College Libertari
ans group seeks to be part of
the YAL's state convention
in Athens next April.
"I want to see real change
in the system," said senior
Terry Cannon.

College Libertarians meets every week, alternating between
Tuesdays and Wednesdays, at noon in the Hawes Hall reflectory.
The College Libertarians have yet to elect officers for this year.
They are also in need of a faculty adviser. To find out more, search
Facebookfor Armstrong Atlantic College Libertarians.
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ACT scores signal university's needs
The Inkwell Editorial Board

Students hoping to come
straight from high school to
AASU are required to have
either an SAT or ACT score
tucked under their belts.
While the SAT remains the
dominant power of the two,
the ACT has been gaining
steam in the last couple of
years for its comprehensive
approach to testing that uti
lizes more subject-specific
tests than the SAT.
Every year, more than one
million outgoing high-school
seniors take the ACT.
Last year alone, over 1.5
million students took the test
in preparation for joining the
college grind. In Georgia that
was 40,000 students, or 44
percent of high school gradu
ates.
So it's a big deal when the
national ACT scores drop.
On a national level, the
graduating class of 2010 -the
incoming class of 2014 - has
the lowest ACT scores in the
past five years.
Before they've even settled
into the collegiate lifestyle, it
seems like our freshman are
in hot water.
Is this troublesome? Yes. ,
Should it be? Yes.
Could it be worse? Defi
nitely.
ACT, Inc., the folks who
administer the test, said this
year's numbers are deceiving.
They've set four benchmarks
for progress over the last few
years that measure how pre
pared students are for enter

ing college. These criteria,
which cover reading com
prehension, English compo
sition, math and science, re
flect - supposedly - how well
students will perform in these
subjects once they get to col
lege.
Questions of effectiveness
aside, the number of students
meeting these benchmarks,
which vary between 18 and24
depending on the subject, has
been rising.
With the currently poor test
scores, the students reaching
these standards are a measly
24 percent. Georgia is low
er, at 21 percent of students
meeting these benchmarks.
That might seem bad, but
both of these numbers are ac
tually up over the last couple
of years.
The national average of pre
paredness has risen three per
cent over the last four years.
As the scores have been going
down in some ofthe areas, like
English composition, they've
been rising to the benchmarks
in others, such as mathemat
ics. While the net movement
of the scores is a drop, a slight
upward momentum has been
taking hold in the areas with
the lower benchmarks.
Granted, most students
probably don't take the test
ing itself very well. A large
part of the issue might be
whether or not students have
adequate experience prepar
ing for standardized tests.
Knowing the format is key.
If the format is unfamiliar
to some students, they will
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needs. They have worked hard
to accommodate the influx
with new dorms and facilities,
but these students need aca
demic programs more than
anything else. The improve
ments that have been given to
them until now have been in
college infrastructure. AASU
requires the presence of more
professors who are trained to
pick up the slack left in the
educational system at the
high-school level. These are
educators - not researchers
- that we are talking about.

NOTE A tekasjMt Hawaii
are sot ia mats

AASU has moved away from
the former toward the latter
in the last few years, yet these
are the professionals whose
skills are required to tackle
this issue.
In the end, we cannot
change how high schools deal
with their students and what
the system's instructors might
fail to teach its pupils. We can
alter how our institution re
sponds to a deficiency in the
system. AASU can ignore the
students' needs, or it can step
up.

®2»»MCT
It isn't the university's re
sponsibility to teach these
students what they should
have learned in high school,
but the loss of the students
due to circumstances beyond
their control helps no one. If
we lose struggling students
because of a preventable is
sue, then they don't do any
one any good.

Guest column: Was it worth it?
By Scott C. Scheidt

(912)344-3252

DASHIELL COLEMAN

•

likely perform beneath their
potential on the ACT. Under
standing this, some of these
students might fare better in
college than this year's num
bers indicate.
Regardless, these scores are
still low.
We know that this seems
like something people are told
on those abysmal days when
their cars are towed, and they
missed turning in papers be
cause they are standing in the
rain waiting for the bus. How
ever, there is something that
AASU can do.
This semester, AASU of
fered four English 99 courses
and 12 courses that cover
mathematics below 1001.
These courses work to pick up
the slack that the high schools
leave, since these institu
tions have left the students
who need them high and dry.
However, AASU does not
have enough of these courses,
especially in English.
These academic proficien
cies do not magically appear
in the students' skill sets as
they stroll around the cam
pus. If our high schools are
failing their students, we need
to pick up the slack when they
come here.
AASU needs a more com
prehensive plan to transition
these incoming students aca
demically and measure the
kinds of assistance they need
in basic areas of the core.
With this abnormally large
incoming class, the admin
istration has been at least
partially aware of its special

I last took up a pen to write
to you in 2005.
At that time I was a new
lieutenant having recently
graduated from AASU in
2003 and been commissioned
through the Army ROTC pro
gram. I wrote to you about the
25 years that lapsed between
the hostages in Iran and the
start of the Operation Iraqi
Freedom.
I spoke of how we, through
lack of strong U.S. foreign
policy regarding oversight of
such extremist groups, had
stood by with a blind eye to
what was going on in he
t Mid
dle East while the build-up
during those 25 years led us
to the Sept. 11, 2001 attacks.
So many things have hap
pened since that day in 2004
when I first wrote to The Ink
well from Bayji, Iraq. I sit to
day as a major in the Georgia
National Guard and a con
tractor supporting the war in
a civilian capacity. I'm writing
you six years and many hard
ships and victories later from
Mosul, Iraq on the cusp of the
end of Operation Iraqi Free
dom and looking directly into
the face of Operation New
Dawn.
Operation New Dawn will
begin Sept. 1, 2010. Aug. 31
will end the period of m y life
that has brought more time
away from home and sacrifice

than I care to have had expe
rienced in two lifetimes.
When I was asked to write
this, I asked what anyone
would care to read at this
point regarding the end of this
era. I think back to how many
of the AASU students reading
this today were in high school
when I first became involved
in this war.
On Aug. 19, the last "com
bat" force rolled south out
of Iraq and into Kuwait. The
4th Stryker Brigade, 2nd In
fantry Division out of Fort
Lewis, Wash., entered Kuwait
around 1:30 a.m. (6:30 p.m.
Wednesday, Aug. 18 EST),
carrying the last of the 14,000
U.S. combat forces in Iraq
into neighboring Kuwait and
ending more than seven years
of combat operations in Iraq.
It brought a dramatic end
two weeks ahead of the Aug.
31 deadline President Obama
set to close out Operation
Iraqi Freedom, which began
March 20, 2003 when ele
ments of Fort Stewart's 3rd
Infantry Division crossed the
"berm" from Kuwait into Iraq
to topple Saddam Hussein.
I remember that day. I
watched from my room in Sa
vannah as the troops moved
north knowing as a senior at
AASU and a soon-to-be com
missioned officer in the Army
that I would be involved in
this war sooner than I was
ready for.
Looking back at all the

things that have happened
the last seven years, some
times I wonder who I am and
other times I wonder how life
would have been had this not
begun.
Regardless, I am a product
of AASU and this war.
I have served four yearlong
tours in Iraq in both military
and civilian work capacities.
I have fought for my life and
the lives of the Iraqis I have
been ordered to protect and
American sons and daughters
entrusted to me. I have had to
come to terms with post-trau Photo courtesy of Scott C.Scheidt
matic stress disorder, combat
injuries from IEDs and com this whole messy game that is
bat engagements that I will the global war on terror, that
carry forever. And through it the amount of resources and
all, I have to deal daily with lives we put into Iraq should
the worth of such things and have been focused instead on
the cost to my family and my Afghanistan to put the pres
self.
sure on the real reason this
Was it worth it? In the short war was started - the Sept. 11,
term, no.
2001 terrorist attacks on U.S.
In the long term, I certainly soil.
hope so.'
But as a soldier, you fol
No one, in the short term, low the orders of the civilians
likes to have to make the sac - the great men and women
rifices that U.S. servicemen U.S. citizens vote into office
and women have made to to make the decisions they
bring democracy to this small felt were best for the country
country in the Middle East.
- a nd so we went.
Should we have been here
I think we should have
in the first place? Since this kicked Saddam's regime out
is my write-up, I will give my after we finished with the Tal
opinion - yes.
iban and al-Qaida in Afghani
Was it the right time to do stan. In the long term, I hope
what we did? My opinion is my fellow servicemen and I
no.
can look back and say, "Yes, it
I feel, after having lived was worth it."
and experienced firsthand

Maj. Scott C. Scheidt of the Georgia Army National Guard graduated from
AASU in 2003 with a bachelor's degree in economics. He holds a master's
degree in logistics management from Touro University and he is currently
working toward a doctoral dd^ree in management and organizational leader
ship from TUI University. He was first deployed to Iraq in October 2004 and
completed four tours during the Iraq War. In 2005, Scheidt wrote a piece for
The Inkwell entitled "25 years in the making." This is his follow-up.
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1

MAKE YOUR
TEXTBOOKS
Free two-day
shipping for students

Low prices
on textbooks

Sell back
at great prices

Free two-day shipping available to customers who qualify for our free Amazon Student program.

The Inkwell

Week of September 2,2010

SPORTS

Sept. 3: Soccer at Lynn 3 p.m.
Vollyeball vs. Lenoir-Rhyne 5
p.m.
Volleyball vs. Shippensburg
8p.m.
Sept. 4: Volleyball vs. Pfeiffer
9:30 a.m.
Volleyball at Catawba 1:30 p.m.
Sept. 5: Soccer vs. Fla. Southern 3
p.m.

Sept. 6: Men's Golf vs. USC Aiken
Kiawah Island
Intercollegiate
Sept. 7: Men's Golf vs. USC Aiken
Kiawah Island Intercollegiate
Volleyball at Savannah St. 7 p.m.
Sept. 8: Soccer vs. Brewton Parker

5P-m.
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Pirates' Plunde
AASU Sports Trivia, previews and more
Compiled by

Mike Choromanski

AASU Sports Trivia

1.) When was Will Condon's first year coaching vol

leyball at AASU?

Cross-country gears up for 2010
By Brittany Hodges

The AASU men's cross
country team will start the
2010 season with a new
coach, a new team and a
new mission.
Coach Alan Segal has
big plans for the team this
year. Segal isn't a stranger
to collegiate athletics - he
coached the AASU women's
volleyball team from 1999
to 2007.
"I have an idea how to
train these guys," Segal
said.
Still, he knows coaching
cross-country is going to be
a different experience than
coaching volleyball.
The team only returned
in 2009 after a decade-long
hiatus.
They had a tough firstseason, finishing ninth out
of nine teams in the con
ference. Not surprisingly,
they have been picked to
finished ninth in the pre
season poll of the Peach

Belt Conference this year.
Afewfreshmen have plans
to change that though.
"As a team, I hope to
surprise several teams in
the PBC," freshman David
Kozusko said via e-mail.
"I hope that we are able to
upset some teams in meets
with our strong freshman
class."
Segal said he wants the
team to be competitive in
the conference, but mainly
wants the runners to be
competitive between them
selves.
"We want to see progress
and times get better," Segal
said.
He said he doesn't expect
the cross-country team to
win a conference title this
season, but he'd love to see
them grow and become bet
ter runners.
With only one returning
member from last year's
team, the new team con
sists mostly of freshmen.
The team this year has one
sophomore and at least
seven freshmen.

2.) In the 2009 volleyball season, what position was

AASU voted in the PBC Preseason Poll?
3-) Who was the first libero at AASU to ever earn post
season honors?
4-) In 2008, what player had the most kills?
5.) How many times has AASU been the PBC volley

ball champion since 2000?
Check your answers at the bottom of the page.

Photo courtesy of Sports Communications
Coach Alan Segal has big plans for the AASU cross-country team this year.

It will definitely be an
adjustment for them since
most of them ran last in
high school. The distance is •
longer ai^d the competition
will be much fiercer.

"I just want to be able to
establish myself," freshman
Scott Lawson said.
Since there is only one
veteran on the team, there
is plenty of room for a

freshman or two to step up
and fill the leadership role.
With a new coach and
a brand new team, AASU
should definitely watch
for great things to happen
this year with men's cross
country.
"It's going to be a differ
ent challenge," Segal said.
With the first meet just
a few short weeks away,
the men are practicing and
getting adjusted to the new
coach and teammates. The
team will start this season
on Sept. 18 at the Mercer
RunFit Invitational. Last
year's team finished eighth
in the event, but maybe with
a new dedicated coach, and
promising freshman class,
they will see a change.

In long line of arrests, Georgia concerned about image
By Seth Emerson
MOT

ATHENS - This week was
supposed to be a fresh start
around Georgia athletics. The
first football game of a new
season is Saturday. The new
athletics director, Greg McGarity, starts on Wednesday.
Then came the wee horns of
Friday morning, a driver with
a suspended license, a parking
deck and yet another arrest of
a prominent Bulldog athlete.
So a week from the start of
the season, Georgia fans, play
ers and coaches were back
talking about off-field prob
lems, much as they were this
spring and summer.
The arrest of tailback
Washaun Ealey, the Bulldogs'
leading rusher last season, re
minded everyone that seven
other players had been taken
into custody in 2010. It also
underscored that McGarity's
new job only became vacant
after the arrest of the previous
athletics director.
Head coach Mark Richt, en
tering his 10th year, came out
with a forcefulverbal response
on Ealey, and suspended him
for a minimum of o ne game,
though Ealey wa s back prac
ticing with the team on Satur

day.
Richt has always believed in
giving players an extra chance
or two. But David Pollack, one
of Richt's greatest former play
ers at Georgia, thinks that may
be changing.
"He's starting to get more
strict with it, I think," said Pol
lack, now a commentator on
ESPN and Atlanta radio. "He's
starting to get fed up with it."
Four of the eight players
who have been arrested this
season are no longer with the
team, including quarterback
Zach Mettenberger, dismissed
after an undisclosed viola
tion of tea m rules, which fol
lowed a previous arrest. Ealey
and receiver Tavarres King
- an alcohol-related arrest in
July - are both sitting out the
opener.
But what does the rash ofar
rests mean to the image of the
program?
"I think it'sgonna depend on
the eye of th e beholder," Pol
lack said. "I think some people
are gonna look at it and say,
'Man this is crazy.' And I know
a lot of people want to say that
coach Richt d oesn't have con
trol of his players.
"These are grown men, and,
not only that, a coach can't

hold your hand. Coach can
do what he wants to do when
you're within the 20-hour
rule, when you're in camp,and
you're checking curfews. But
bottom line is if you'r e going
to find a way to get in trouble,
you're going to find a way."
There have been 33 known
arrests of Georgia football play
ers since Februaiy of 2007. All
of them were misdemeanors 16 involved alcohol, and eight
involved a suspended license.
Ealey, a 21-year-old sopho
more, was picked up after
a hit-and-run involving a
parked car revealed that he
had a suspended license, as
well as a bench warrant for a
failure to appear in court on a
traffic charge.
Ironically, Ealey's suspen
sion helped two other running
backs who have had their own
run-ins with the law. Caleb
King, now the unquestioned
starter for the opener, was
cited in July of 2007 for oper
ating a scooter. Fred Munzenmaier, another running back
and a special teams captain
for the opener, was suspend
ed for the first two games of
the 2008 season after being
charged with underage alco
hol possession.

Of course Georgia is h ardly
alone.
Tennessee coach Derek
Dooley had to deal with a bar
brawl just months after taking
the job. Auburn's new starting
quarterback, Cameron New
ton, was kicked out of Florida
a few years ago after a theft
charge. Mississippi could start
quarterback Jeremiah Masoli,
who was just dismissed by
Oregon after a series of in ci
dents.
"I think any time a fan base
wants to pound their chestand
say, 'Oh it doesn't happen to
us,' then it happens to them,"
Pollack said.
This year, it's been Georgia
in the limelight. Ealey's charge
means the Bulldogs have all
but clinched the Fulmer Cup,
which is bestowed by the web
site Every Day Should Be Sat
urday. (The creators of the
web site have a Florida bent,
hence the name making fun of
the former Tennessee coach.)
The most notorious incident
doesn't even involve a player:
Then-athletics director Da
mon Evans was charged with
DUI in Atlanta on the night of
June 30 - hours before his lu
crative new contract kicked in.
When embarrassing details in

the police report came to light,
Evans was forced to resign.
After Friday's practice, Richt
was asked if the players under
stood the image problem.
"I think they probably do,"
Richt said. "But like a lot of
people, they don't think some
thing could happen to them."
Then the coach referred
back to Ealey, who had been
told not to drive on his sus
pended license, then did.
"He probably thought this
short little trip wouldn't end
up being a big deal," Richt
said. "But it turned out to be a
real big deal."
Junior tight end Aron White
said the team would forgive
Ealey and move on, as it has
in any previous case. He de
fended the leadership of the
team and didn't know why
some people continue to make
mistakes.
"As far as our team image,
I'm sure it's suffered a little
bit, but at the same time, the
people we're concerned about
are the people in that [locker]
room," White said. "The peo
ple that put that G on their
helmet eveiy day - we care
about what people think, but
at the same time we can't wor
ry about it."

On the horizon

vs. Florida Southern
Sept. 8

vs. Brewton Parker

Volleyball:
Sept. 3

vs. Shippensburg
Sept. 4

vs. Pfeiffer

Pirates soak up spotlight
Courtesy of Sports

Communications

Volleyball

Gwen Clarke and ju3y Howett have been
> the Peach Belt Conpreseason All-PBC
[1 team, released Aug.
gue officials. Howett
-ke are two of the
ght members, voted
! league's coaches,
returns to the line10 after missing the
ison with an injury,
senior, Clarke was
BC all-conference in
| PBC all-tournament
ifter finishing 11th in
in hitting percentunior. The Superior,
has collected 613
ree seasons with the
ive

meanwhile, is the
[ th e preseason all.e team. The junior
oks, Ga., was named

all-conference in 2009 after
To qualify, the team had to
notching 526 digs - only the carry a cumulative 3.20 GPA
second AASU player to record for the 2009-2010 academic
more than 500 digs in one year.
. season. She had double-digit
Individually, three Lady Pi
digs in 32 of t he 37 matches rates earned ITA scholar-ath
she played in last season, and lete honors for the 2009-2010
Howett is the quickest AASU year - senior Alida Kagukina,
volleyball player to reach junior Alida Muller-Wehlau
1,000 career digs, doing so in and sophomore Kathleen
just two seasons.
Henry.
Each of the Lady Pirates
Women's tennis
maintained a 3.50 cumula
tive GPA during the 2009The three-time NCAA Di 2010 academic year. All three
vision II national champion players were repeat honorees
AASU women's tennis team from the previous year, while
has been honored academi Kagukina and Muller-Wehlau
cally by the Intercollegiate have now earned the honors
Tennis Association Aug. 10 three straight years.
with the release of the orga
AASU was one of 37 NCAA
nization's annual academic Division II women's teams to
awards.
earn the team All-Academ
The Lady Pirates, as a team, ic honor, while Kagukina,
earned the ITA All-Academic Muller-Wehlau and Henry
Team designation for 2010, were three of 17 2 Division I I
the seventh straight year that women's tennis players to
AASU has received the acco earn individual scholar-ath
lade.
lete honors.

Baseball
#

Former AASU left-handed
pitcher Jeremy Horst was
promoted to AAA by the Cin
cinnati Reds organization
Aug 12. Horst, who joined the
International League's Louis
ville. Bats, is the Pirates' first
player to pitch in AAA since
former major leaguer Adam
Bernero's last stint in 2008.
Horst has been outstanding
this season with the AA Caro
lina Mudcats, going 3-2 with
a 2.09 ERA in 27 games. The
Cheyenne, Wyo., native has
given up just 35 hits in 43 in
nings, walking nine and strik
ing out 46.
A two-year reliever for the
Pirates in 2006-2007, Horst
was selected by the Reds or
ganization in the 21st round
of the 2007 first-year player
draft.
Horst hopes to join Bernero
as former Pirates who have

reached the major leagues.
Bernero became AASU's first
major leaguer in 2000 and
pitched in 150 games over
seven seasons with five differ
ent clubs.

at Savannah St.

AASU Sports Trivia Answers
1.) In 2008, Will Condon replaced Alan Segal as the head
coach of the Pirate volleyball program.
2.) AASU was voted numb er one in the 2009 PBC Pre
season poll. Coaches could not votefor their own teams.
3.) Casey Howett was the first AASU libero to earn post
season honors when she earned AVCA All-Region honors
in 2008.
4.) Torrie Bevolo had 393 kills, the most of the 2008 sea
son.
»
5.) Since 2000, AASU has been the PBCvolleyball cham
pions three times. The first was in 2005 when the Pirates
ended North Florida's seven-year-long spree. AASU also
became champion in 2008, and in 2006 when they tied
with USC Aiken and Francis Marion.

ARTS

&

ENTERTAINMENT

Sept. 8: HOLA Lunch & Learn presents "Health and Wellness - The College Years" by Dr. Ana Maria
Viseras in Solms no at noon.
AASU Campus Panhellenic Council hosts an open house in the Student Union Ballroom from 12:15 p.m.
to 1:15 p.m.
The Student Recreation Center sponsors an occupation wellness presentation at Career Services in MCC
at noon.

Exhibit highlights faculty's artistic range
Professors explore anatomy, physiology and technology
The Faculty Art Exhi
bition provide^ a unique
opportunity for AASU's
faculty to demonstrate
their artistic range.
Students can expect to
see everything from the
photographic prints and
graphic design work of
Angela Home to Tom
Cat's manipulated digi
tal imagery and Linda
Jensen's hand-colored
silver gelatin prints.
For professors like
Linda Jensen, the ex
hibit is also a way to get
to know the faculty on a
personal level through
their art.
"My family is my fa
vorite subject, so the
work on display in the
gallery is very person
al to me," Linda said.
"Adding mixed media to
photographs has always
seemed like a natural
thing to do. Even in the
beginning I had always
wanted to draw and
paint on the prints."

By Andrea Cervone
Photo Editor
photo.inkwell@gmail.com

The Faculty Art Exhibi
tion showcases original
work containing everything
from photography, ceram
ics and painting, to digital
design and various mixed
media.
"It can be difficult to cre
ate successful .pieces while
teaching, so I think that
this gallery does a great job
showing students that we
are still practicing artists,"
said Linda Jensen, one of
the professors featuring in
the exhibit.
Another
faculty
art
ist, Linda's husband John
Jensen, a ceramic sculpture
and pottery professor of 25
years, urges his students to
explore beyond the creative
confines of traditional pot
tery and ceramics.
A seasoned three-dimen
sional artist, John has taken
these same principals and
applied them to his own
work, as shown through his
experimental pottery and
sculpture.
He expresses this phi
losophy in such pieces as
"Button Pot," which depicts
a pot entirely embellished
with buttons, as well as in
his ceramic portraits.
"I've been doing a series
of sculptures of people, and
I came up with the idea of
what I call heads and feet,"
John said. "It was really

In addition to these
prints, there will also
be handcrafted sterling
silver jewelry on dis
play by Kevin L. Hoffman
and fiber basketry by Linda
Thorne.
Linda said the faculty has
put a lot of time and effort
into bringing this exhibit to
life.
"All the professors in this

Left: John Jensen's sculpture "Woman with Viscera," on display at the 2010 Faculty Art Exhibition, explores the anatomy and
physiology of the human body. Jensen's "Button Pot," top right, is also featured at the exhibition.
Bottom right: Rachel Green's compilation of discarded technology, "Cyber-Tricke," is on display at the Faculty Art Exhibition.

about exploring anatomy
and physiology and kind
of letting myself go. It was
also important for me to in
corporate mixed media."
Rachel Green, a professor
of fabric design, crafts and
two and three-dimensional

design, also aims to test the
boundaries of imagination.
Green features work in
spired by discarded tech
nology and recycles them
to create both a unicycle
and tricycle. Green assem
bled both of her compila

tions entirely of parts from
technology, such as Xbox
remote controls, cellular
phone parts, computer key
boards and camera lenses.
She even found a way to use
motherboards as mounting
platforms.

department are pretty seri
ous artists, and it's impor
tant for people to see that,"
she said. "Everyone pro
duces a lot of very detailed
and very original stuff."
AASU visual arts minor
Stephany Neelson said the
2010 Faculty Art Exhibi
tion won't just be another
run-of-the-mill art show.
"I really enjoyed being
able to go and see the work
that is on display in the gal
lery," she said.
"I feel like a lot of the stu
dents look up to these pro
fessors in a lot of ways, so
it is really encouraging to
go and see the talents they
have and that they are still
doing what they love."

The opening reception for the
Faculty Art E xhibition b egins at
noonWednesday,Sept.!5.
The ex hibit o pened A ug. 23
and will remain open until Sept.
17 at the Fine Arts Gallery.
For more information regard
ing the exhibit, students can
call 912-344-2801 on weekdays
from noon to 3 p.m.
Admission is free for this
event.

Internet sensation adapted for theater
Muse Arts Warehouse hosts 'Dr. Horrible' live
By Eric Roberts
Staff Reporter

For the computer-dwell
ing, nerd-culture types out
there, a live performance of
"Dr. Horrible's Sing-Along
Blog" could either inspire
a fanboy heart attack or a
wave of bitter skepticism and interestingly enough,
both reactions are some
what appropriate.
For those who have never
heard of the Internet sen
sation "Dr. Horrible's SingAlong Blog," the program
has a dedicated cult follow
ing.
In the original program,
the audience follows the
titular character's dastard
ly ascent into the infamous
Evil League of Evil through
a series of terroristic trials
and battles with his arch
enemy, Captain Hammer.
In the course of the story,

Horrible (through his alter-ego Billy) falls in love
with the local do-gooder
Penny and finds himself
not only fighting Captain
Hammer for a seat in The
Evil League, but also for
Penny's heart.
Oh, and by the way, it's a
musical.
The show took advantage
of its Internet-based for
mat by having blog-style
expositional updates from
Horrible - a detail that,
while irregular and fresh,
made the project seem im
probable for an adaptation
outside of the Internet.
With experience in com
edy and improvisational
performances derived from
literary pieces such as
"Moby Dick" and "Treasure
Island," Savannah-based
comedy troupe The Odd Lot
rose to the challenge of not
only recreating "Dr. Hor

rible" but adapting it for a target audience carefully,
live, theatrical showing.
creating a genuine feel of
Three weeks and only community. The familiar
nine rehearsals later, the jokes were met with riotous
troupe performed in what laughter, the pre-recorded
they call their haven, the , video blogs were followed
newly surging Muse Arts out by whistles and ap
Warehouse.
proving yells, and thunder
In order to transfer clean ous applause welcomed the
ly to the
original
stage for
content.
"We don't regularly do big
private
Even the
productions. We do improv." technical
producerrors
t i o n ,
the members of Odd Lot in the show, though very
worked diligently to track few in number, were over
down all the music and ac looked with friendly laughs
curate scripts. They also from the audience.
The audience left the inti
added a few of their own
original characters, songs mate theater space buzzing
and scenes, culminating in with excited conversation
a unique take on a cult sen once the show ended.
"You know, I seriously
sation.
From audience feedback thought there was no way
during the show to ticket a stage version of t his show
discounts for coming in could be done properly,"
dressed as a super-hero, said Ross Spratt, who at
The Odd Lot considers its tended the shows opening

Students find bags for long haul
By Desiree Faulkner
Staff Reporter

Every student on campus
needs a reliable school bag.
Whether these are messen
ger bags, backpacks, tote
bags or rolling luggage, they
should be comfortable.
But the bags also need
to be strong enough for a
heavy textbook load.
Even the strongest bag
can still be fashionable.
Some unisex fashion
trends can be misinter
preted to be appropriate for
only one gender.
For men, the messenger
bag can sometimes appear
to straddle the line between
convenient classic and
men's purse. The acrossthe-body style grants easier
access to the bag's contents
and can easily carry a light

.load. The smaller in size a
messenger bag gets, the
more similarities it has to a
women's purse.
"It depends on how it is
carried, when it is carried,
and the way it looks," said
liberal studies major Laurie
Hernandez.
Structured
backpacks
with clean lines and vintage
designs are another unisex
look this season. While not
the most fashion-forward
option, these bags evenly
distribute weight. They
bring a more erect posture
and relief to one's back. De
signs with leather trim, tog
gles, buttons, suede, plaid
prints and color-blocking
all add a little more flare.
Backpacks with a rein
forced bottom are ideal for
carrying a heavy load. Al
though this choice provides

more comfort, for some
students fashion precedes
function.
"Totes are trendier,"
said AASU s tudent Damita
Hodges.
Totes are large bags with
an open top and two arm
straps, like a sturdier ver
sion of reusable shopping
bags.
"Totes hold more stuff,
making them more popu
lar," said fine arts student
Ben Ransom.
"Females can just put a
wallet in it and use it as a
purse, too," Hodges said.
For some students, a bag
as light as a tote may still be
too strenuous on one's back
and shoulders.
Often heard before it is
seen, most students have
seen rolling luggage on
campus. A style originat

night. "I'll admit it, man,
I was wrong on this one.
I don't remember a solid
three minutes in there that
didn't have us laughing."
The idea for the shows
adaptation, while originally
brought up on a whim, has
a larger purpose in the eyes
of The Odd Lot, according
to Qhris Soucy, one of the
troupe's founding mem
bers.
"We don't regularly do
big productions. We do
improv," Soucy said. "This
seemed like a good way to
get our name out as well as
The Muse. We actually put
ourselves on that specific
time constraint so we could
get the ball rolling because
we have a lot of things
planned for this upcoming
season."
For anyone who was not
able to attend this show,
people can still check out

The Odd Lot doing improve
comedy next Monday night.
If audience buzz predicts an
over-all rating for events at
this venue, attendees can
expect a lot of laughs.

Students who missed this
event can st ill attend Improv
Comedy night on M onday Sept.
6, at 8 p.m. at Muse Arts Ware
house, located at 703 Louisville
Rd.
More information about
Improv C omedy Night can be
found online at:
muses.savannah.org

*

ing in the '90s, this
"book bag" may be
the only option for
people who cannot
physically endure the
weight of their books
and supplies. This
option could also
be a good idea for
students concerned
about
preventing
spine problems in
the future.
Until everyone can
have their class ma
terial on Kindles or
iPads, students will
have to get creative
for the long haul of
books, which seem
to constantly in
crease in number
and weight.

Photos by Andrea Cervone

Left: Junior Neshelle Boyce displays one of the tote bags she frequently carries.
Right: Junior DeVon Jones uses his book bag to carry his books back and forth be
tween classes.
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AASU hip-hop artists approach full speed
By Shawn Evans
Staff Reporter

Savannah contributes many
up-and-coming artists to the
world of hip-hop, including
some of our very own AASU
students- 3 Up, a three-piece
student collaboration, aim to
get their names on the map.
3 Up consists of three Sa
vannah students - Ed "EKlass" Williams, who attends
school at the main ampus;
Shawn "Kidmurk" Kerr, a
student at an AASU satellite
campus, and Casey Jones, a
student of Savannah College
of Art and Design.
With influences like Pub
lic Enemy, Eminem, Drake,
Linkin Park and Mos Def,
members of 3 Up said they
want to mesh the lyrical fe
rocity of old-school hip-hOp
with the quality production of
contemporary artists.
Despite this, the trio wants
to maintain the creative in
tegrity of their work without
the pressure of delivering to a
mainstream demand.
"We don't care much for
going mainstream," said Wil
liams, lyricist and rapper of
the group.
"It's fun for us. We love it.
We take everything with a
'full speed ahead' attitude."

"We plan on taking it far,
but right now we're focused
on getting our degrees," Kerr
said.
According 3 Up, their goaloriented disposition inspired
the name of the group.
"The '3'just means there are
three of us," Williams said.
"'Up' stands for the motiva
tion you have to maintain to
be positive, to stay up through
the bad times and the good."
3 Up has performed at open
mic sessions but has yet to
book a live performance at a
local venue.
"I only recently started with
the local scene, just met a few
guys at thpse open mic ses
sions," Williams said. "I'm*
an Army brat. I'm not from
around here."
Spending much of his life
in Germany with his military
family, Williams hasn't had
the chance to get involved with
a growing hip-hop scene.
"Germany didn't really
have a scene," he said. "It was
whatever came on MTV at the
time."
Both Williams and Kerr
have been into hip-hop since
they were children.
"I've been a fan for as long
as I can remember," Williams
said.
He said his love of the genre

has also affected other facets
of his life.
Apart from writing music
and lyrics for 3 Up, Williams
spends a lot of his time writ
ing poetry.
"My poetry goes hand-inhand with my rapping," he
said. "They both tell stories,
but the poetry goes a bit deep
er."
Recently he submitted sev
eral of his poems to Calliope,
AASU's literary magazine.
Both Williams and Kerr are
also members of the Army
Reserve.
"I wanted to join not only
because it helps with school,
but it's all I really know," Wil
liams said.
Despite leading such busy
lives, much of Williams' and
Kerr's time is focused on writ
ing music.
"3 Up has a mix tape com
ing out soon, hopefully next
month," Kerr said. "We are
also each working on solo mix
tapes. I'm trying to get my
own production gear, so I can
make my own beats and write
more of my own songs."
These solo mix tapes will
be released together, allowing
for further accessibility and
showcasing a bond between
the group members.
"The band mix tape will

Weekend Music
On Friday, Sept. 3, country
rock band American Aquarium
brings their up-tempo tunes to
the Jinx at 127 W. Congress St.
Rock act Matt Hires and
Wakey! Wakey! perform at Live
Wire Music Hall at 307 W. River
St. on Saturday, Sept. 4. Tickets
are $10.
On Sunday, Sept. 5, at 8 p.m.,
Ursa Major, General Oglethorpe
and the Panhandlers and
Brandon Nelson McCoy all
perform at the Sentient Bean
on Park Avenue. Suggested
donation for this event is $5.
On Monday, Sept. 6, at 7 p.m.,
alternative gospel quintet
Fireflight performs at the Band
Shell in Forsyth Park.
Photo by Andrea Goings

Ed "E-Klass" Williams performs at the CUB Open Mic Night on Aug. 2 3.

come before the solo tapes,"
Kerr said.
When not producing new
beats or writing lyrics for the
group, Williams likes to ex
plore the Savannah streets
and the Internet to find op
portunities for 3 Up to branch
out.

"I try to network and find
events or open mic sessions,"
he said. "Any and every open
mic, all three of us will be
there."

'Waddie' inspires hope for social progress
By Travis Morningstar
Staff Reporter

The Common Read for
AASU's 2010-2011 school
year, "Waddie Welcome &
the Beloved Community,"
is a resonating glimpse at
a mission accomplished
and a life cherished. And at
a slight 77 pages, authors
Tom Kohler and Susan Earl
ask very little of their read
ers in exchange for a brief
commune with Welcome's
effervescent spirit.
The story presented by
Kohler and Earl depicts
Waddie Welcome's transi
tion from a victim of bu

reaucracy and disability to
a prominent public figure.
Welcome, a resident of
Savannah since the mid19208, passed away at the
age of 86 as one of the lon
gest-living Americans with
cerebral palsy. The book fo
cuses on the last few years
of Welcome's life, when he
made incredible strides in
social activism in the com
munity of the disabled with
the unwavering support of
citizen advocates around
the city.
"Waddie Welcome & the
Beloved Community" is
subtle, modest and power
ful in its efforts, much like

the man himself.
The book essentially
reads like a fascinating eu
logy and memorializes Wel
come with an. admirable
combination of sentimen
tality and thoughtful con
tent.
Sparse handfuls of expo
sition on Welcome's life of
cerebral palsy and activism
share the pages with poi
gnant photographs of mo
ments that are obviqusly
cherished by all those in
volved.
The mixture of full-page
photos, essential commen
tary and revealing captions
highlights a beautifully bal

anced realization of the au
thors' devotion.
Welcome's rise from near
obscurity to a noble activ
ist is further elaborated by
the almost unfathomable
dedication that community
leaders and average citizens
alike expend on this single
man and his cause.
The community as a char
acter in itself particularly
inspires awe. It is an aspect
of "Waddie Welcome" that
defies the reader to return
to any perspective that is
apathetic or otherwise un
affected.
Welcome's journey ap
pears on the page as a tes

tament to perseverance in
the face of hardships. It is
seemingly insurmountable
as well as hopeful for social
progress, however incre
mental its execution.
Whether you read Mr.
Welcome's story or simply
glance over the wonder
ful compilation of photos,
"Waddie Welcome & the
Beloved Community" tells
a universal Story. It marks
how far we have come as
individuals and how far we
can go as a beloved commu
nity.

'Dinner for Schmucks' lacks taste
By Eric Roberts
Staff Reporter

The comedy genre has been
going through some knocks
lately in the cinema market.
Between every inspiring,
original, laugh-out-loud classic
that gets made in some risky
endeavor, there are at least 20
cookie-cutter comedies that get
spat out on the screen. One of
these is, of course, "Dinner for
Schmucks."
The story centers on a mod
erately despicable business
man, Tim (Paul Rudd). Tim
lives out the impossibly dull
plot-life of being slightly rich
and wanting a better job from
a mysteriously successful busi
ness.
The one glimmer of creativi
ty is a moral gem. Tim can only
gain a promotion by essentially
selling his soul for the sake of
the entertainment of his supe
riors.
In what they mockingly call
"Dinner For Winners," the
higher-ups search the city for
socially embarrassing individ
uals to show off to their friends
for the pure sake of delicious
evil.
As you can easily expect, Tim
takes issue with this - but not

really.
Barry's clinically insane boss,
Beyond this point, the plot Therman. However, you don't
becomes pretty stale.
see Therman up on the screen
Tim picks up a social reject, - you see Zach Galifianakis
Barry (Steve Carell), and de jumping around in a cape yell
cides he's just pathetic enough ing, "Pew! Pew!" as he shoots
to exploit. So that's just what he psychic bullets across the room
does.
from his fingers.
The entire time, Tim's life is
Ladies and gentlemen, that
strained by Barry and the pros kind of blatant celebrity-reli
pect of the dinner, as well as the ance is a crutch, and from the
possibility of an affair between looks of it, this movie is crip
Tim's girlfriend and an artist pled.
she's promoting. As I said ear . In summation, the charac
lier, this comedy falls flat.
ters are dryly written, the jokes
The plot constantly shifts its aren't close to being consis
focus and its grip on the real tently funny, the plot structure
world, pretending to be serious is beyond cliche and the humor
one moment and then hyper- that is funny is only funny be
farcical the next, which might cause of the celebrities. Don't
work with more complex - or waste your money.
funny -comedies, but unfortu
nately this isn't a sophisticated
idea. This is 114 minutes of
Paul Rudd whining about his
2.5 out of 5 stars
tragically comfortable life while
A Paramount Pictures
Steve Carell plays with stuffed production
rats and wears a stupid wig.
Directed by Jay Roach
The movie has very little in
Starring Steve Carell,
teresting comedy. The scenes
Paul Rudd and Zach Gali
all rely on stilted awkwardness
fianakis
in lieu of consistent humor. The
Rated PG-13 for sequenc
characters are only interesting
es
of crude and sexual con
because the actors who play
tent, some partial nudity
them just act like themselves.
For example, Zach Galifi- and language.
anakis stars in this movie as

And Movies
On Sept. 1, "The American"
opens for wide release. An
adaptation of Marin Booth's
"A Very Private Gentleman,"
the film tells the story of an
American hit man (George
Clooney) hiding out in the
Italian countryside after a
deal turns sour.
Satirical action/adventure
flick "Machete" bits theaters
on Sept. 3. An extension of a
trailer for "Grindhouse," the
movie centers on Machete
(Danny Trajo) seeking
unflinching vengeance
after he nearly dies in an
assassination conspiracy.
The all-star cast includes
Robert De Niro, Jessica
Alba, Michelle Rodriguez
and Steven Seagal. Lindsay
Lohan plays a small role as
a nun.
An outdoor screening of
"The Blindside," starring
Sandra Bullock, takes place
Saturday, Sept. 4, in Forsyth
Park.
Also, on Friday, Sept. 5,
at 5:30 and 8 p.m., the
Pscychotronic Film Society
presents a screening of "That
Evening Sun," directed by
Scott Teems, at Muse Arts
Warehouse. Tickets are $7.

On the Town
The Savannah Craft Brew fest
begins at noon on Friday, Sept.
3, and ends Saturday, Sept. 4,
at 6 p.m. Tickets for each beer
connoisseur event range from
$25 to $50.

Kicking Back

itifi

Photo courtesy of MCT
Steve Carell plays Barry in the new comedy film "Dinner for Schmucks."
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Stay
Entertained
in Savannah

"Killers" comes out on DVD
on Sept. 7. This action flick
follows ex-hit man Spencer
Aimes (Ashton Kutcher)
and his wife Jen Kornfeldt
(Katherine Heigl) three
years into their pictureperfect marriage. When the
two discover Aimes is the
target of a multi-million
dollar hit, they must juggle
running for their lives with
maintaining the facade of
their suburban identities.
Also being released on
DVD and Blu Ray this week
is critically acclaimed
revenge thriller "Harry
Brown." An independent hit
over the summer, the film
follows the titular character
(Michael Caine) on a quest
to avenge the murder of his
best friend.
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AASU alumni reunite
By Andrea Cervone
Photo Editor
photo.inkwell@gmail.com

AASU alumni - from
graduating classes ranging
from 1949 to 2009 - gath
ered at Pearl's Saltwater
Grille off La Roche Avenue
on Aug. 31 for the Fall
Alumni Gathering.
The event began at 5:30
p.m. and lasted until 7:30
p.m., with alumni from
every AASU generation
pouring in up until the
last minutes. New arrivals

were prompted to a table
where they could sign in,
pick up a pamphlet about
the current events at AASU
or even give out business
cards.
"We have these events
quarterly," said Alumni
Relations Coordinator Beth
Crovatt. "These gatherings
present an opportunity for
Armstrong's alumni to net
work and just get back in
touch with one another."
The alumni were also able
to enjoy the opportunity to

take a stroll down memory
lane with the assistance of
the dozens of AASU year
books that were scattered
on the various tables. .
After signing in at the
entrance, the alumni en
joyed drinks and appetiz
ers as they socialized. The
room was a constant buzz
of conversations as many
of the alumni caught up
with old classmates and, in
some cases, former profes
sors.
The two-hour gather

ing passed quickly and left
many of t he attendees anx
ious for the next event to
be scheduled.
"It's really an awesome
time, and this is one of the
best ones we've had," said
AASU alumni Beth Harris
Waldrop.
"The bonding that takes
place here is really critical,
and with all the different
generations here it really
seems like a family event,"
she said.

Scott Amick, Herbie Griffin and Trey Purvie, stand together and display tne
wide range of generations present at the fall alumni gathering on Aug. 31.

Photos by Andrea Cervone
AASU alumni enjoy an evening of drinks and light appetizers at the fall alumni gathering on Aug. 31 at Pearl's

AASU Alumni Beth Harris Waldrop looks

A group of AASU alumni examine a yearbook that managed to capture some

Saltwater Grille.

over one of the many yearbooks present

of their college memories during the fall alumni gathering on Aug. 31.

at the fall alumni gathering on Aug. 31.

CRIME | FROM PAGE 1
Police responded to a re
port that a car window had
befen broken between approx
imately 5 a.m. and 7 a.m. on
Aug. 5, while the vehicle was
parked in University Cross
ings. Nothing appeared to be
taken.
A student reported that his
sneakers had been removed
from his University Terrace
II room between noon and
3 p.m. on Aug. 9 . The com
plainant said the shoes were
in his bedroom and that the
bedroom door was locked
while he was out of the apart
ment. UPD Chief Wayne Willcox said the incident is under
investigation.
A complainant reported
that her faculty/staff parking
decal had been stolen off of
her vehicle on Aug. 10.
While on patrol on Aug.
16, Lt. Thomas Gorman re
portedly noticed a damaged
electrical box in Windward
Commons, According to the
police report, it appeared as if
someone had cut the wires in
the box. Willcox said UPD will
contact CIS to review camera
footage of the incident.
- A student reported that her
hot-pink Coach wallet, which
contained various credit
cards, debit cards and cash,
was taken from the Student
Union on Aug.17. The student
said she canceled the cards.
A student reported that his
clothes had been removed
from a washing machine in
Windward Commons between
approximately 4:20 p.m. and
5:15 p.m. on Aug. 18.
Officers responded to a
student's report that her ra
dio faceplate and GPS device
had been removed from her
unlocked vehicle, which had
been parked in the lot next to
Windward Commons on Aug.
23-

READ I F ROM PAGE 1
munity and bringing aware
ness to participating in citizen
advocacy.
Savannah-Chatham Citizen
Advocacy makes long-term
matches between an advocate
and a protege. The advocate
takes on the protege's issues
as their own, creating a lasting
bond and strong support sys
tem.
Earl s aid attorney and cur
rent state senator Lester Jack
son was Welcome's advocate
until Welcome died in 2001.
"The organization is all
about people making personal
decisions to be responsive and
responsible in other people's !
lives," said Kohler, who is also
the coordinator and executive
director of Savannah-Chatham
Citizen Advocacy.
The authors hope todiscover
what students will tak e from
the stoiy, as wellas how fresh
men will be affected by it.
Jane Rago, instructor of
English at AASU, said readers
can learn a lot about civic en
gagement. She also said young
people can learn more about
themselves and each other
from the stoiy.
AASU student Chatonna
Powell, a community assistant
for Compass Point, said she
would like for her residents to
be a part of the Common Read
so they can see a different side
of the Savannah.
"A lot of people aren't aware
of the challenges and struggles
that a large population of Sa
vannah goesthrough," she said.
"So I thought that this could
open their eyes and maybe in
spire them to do more."
For the rest of the academic
year, there is a faculty panel,
a student symposium, a film
festival and other events dedi
cated to the book. Ther e will
also be a worldwide read and
party on Jan. 17,2011- Martin
Luther King Jr. Day.

d your writing

Get involved. Get published
Laptop computer

Excellent condition,
Windows XP, 256 RAM, 20
GB hard drive, CD, full of
music, software and wire
less internet installed. $275
or best offer/trade.
912-604-2943
Desktop computer

Excellent condition. Win
dows XP, 256 RAM, 2 0 GB
hard drive, CD, full of mu
sic, software and wireless
internet installed. $175 or
best offer/trade.
912-604-2943

Childcare

Seeking AASU student for
after-school childcare. Re
sponsibilities include pick
ing children up from school
and transporting them to
after-school activities. Car
required.
Call 912-659-6690.
Apartment furnishing

Area rugs, lamps, single
beds, space heater, televi
sion, toaster, toaster oven,
etc... Make offers — cash or
trade.
912-604-2943
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